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Sen. Maddy Grieves
Frozen Radio Funds
. On Students'Behalf
Alice L. Wagoner

Consumer advocate Ralph Nader expresses his displeasure towards multinational corporations during
his speech at Popejoy Hall Monday night.

GSA Elects Head, Considers PIRG
Diane G. Nakos

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970
are up for revision this year. He
The election of a Graduate said that Congre~s will begin debate
Student Association chairperson on ppssible revisions this fall and·
and a request from the New Mexico will reauthorize or replace the
Public Interest Research Group current act as early as next spring.
that GSA students support the
A petition drive on the UNM
Clean Air Act were among the campus is being planned by PIRG
at
the to inform students of the revision
topics
discussed
AssoCiation's meeting Saturday.
ofthe Clean Air Act, Irwin said.
Michael E. Finnie, a student at
PIRG also intends to conduct a
the UNM Law School since 1980, letter cam'paign to inform UNM
was elected to the position of GSA
students of the congressional
chairperson.
debate.
Finnie came to UNM in 1976 and
"The Clean Air Act is imperative
earned his bachelor of arts degree in to
encourage
cities
like
1978 with a double major in Albuquerque to carry on with the
political sc:ience and history.
work they've already begun,'' Irwin
"It can't be allowed to stop
said.
Saying that ''pollutants have
now."
·
been positively linked to heart and
GSA
President,
Ellen
K.
Foppes,
lung disease, cancer and death,"
gave information sheets to GSA
NMPIRG speaker Mike Irwin
asked GSA· members to get in- members about the services the
Association offers.
volved in reaching the students at
"Tell people in your department
-UNM.
what we here at GSA have to offer
He said that if GSA could use them in terms of our services,"
their influence on committees, in Foppes said.
addition to some letter writing
The lack of communication
support from GSA members, PIRG between GSA and its members had
would appreciate the effort.
caused 24 students to file a petition
Irwin told GSA members that the to Marvin "Swede" Johnson, vice-

A University of New Mexico
Radio Committee member has
appealed to the Students Standards
and Grievance Committee the Oct.
20 Student Court ruling that
KUNM's frozen funds of $45,000
were to revert to the ASUNM
general fund.
Eric Maddy, also an ASUNM
senator, said his appeal is
"definitely not a popular stand to
take," but that it was the "right
thing" to do.
Maddy, representing KUNM
radio station at the court hearing,
contended that 995 students had
voted the money to KUNM during
the spring elections. It was,
therefore, unconstitutional that the
money was frozen by ASUNM Vice
President Bill Littlefield, Maddy
argued.

president ofstudent affairs.
However, the student court
The petition asked that graduate unanimously voted to give the
students who carry . three credit $45,000 ba..ck to ASUNM.
·hours or'less not be required to pay
Littlefield said it was his inthe SII student fee.
terpretation that with this appeal

process, the ·$45,000 is "still
frozen."
The money in contention was
frozen by Littlefield July 1 after a
May 15 move, which senators
considered a turn from student
representation ofKUNM.
On that day, the Board of
Regents abolished the previous
Student Radio Board, created the
URC and turned over funding of
KUNM's operation to the
university administration.
After winning the court decision,
Littlefield said ''students voted for
.the other KUNM before the administration took over."
Meanwhile, Ralph Sigala,
assistant dean of students, said he is
trying to get four persons on the
Students Standards and Grievance
Committee. Two persons will be
appointed from the Faculty Senate,
one person from the Graduate
Student Association (GSA) and one
person from ASUNM. The four
must then decide on a fifth person
to serve on,t}le committee.
Sigala said the committee has the
option of hearing the grievance.

Liquor Laws May Mean Challenge
For On-Campus Student Tavern
The Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, in an
attempt to allow liquor to be served
to students on campus, may join in
a lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of the state's new
liquor laws.
ASUNM President Mike Austin
said Monday he does not know if
ASUNM will join the possible
lawsuit, which would be brbught by
1
' a group of people .•. concerned
that the law is unconstitutional on
the grounds that it closes the avenue
of waivers."
·
The new iaw allows for the
issuance of beer and wine licenses
to restaurants if a community

chooses to do so ..But the law does
not allow waviers to be given after
July I of this year to places within
300 feet of a church or school,
which in the past has included
UNM.
Graduate Student Association
President Ellen Foppes refuses to
comment on the possiblity of GSA
joining the possible lawsuit, but did
say, "We support •establishing a
student pub on campus."
New Mexico Union Director
Cliff Holt said Monday that
research is being done by Associate
Law Professor J. Michael Norwood
and some of his Jaw students on
uwhich is the best avenue for us to

pursue" the liquor license issue.
The Restaurant Tavern Task
Force, appointed by the New
Mexico Union Board, is scheduled
to meet with Norwood Friday
concerning the research, Holt said.
From this research, the task force
will present a proposal to the
university administration, Holt
said.
At a meeting of the New Mexico
Union Board last week, Austin said
the liquor law passed b)' the New
Mexico Legislature in January "is
such so that it is now a greater
obstacle than before.''
If the July 1 cutoff date for
continued on page 3

French Monastery Host for Archaeological Research, .Lab
L' Abbaye d' Arthous is a 12th
century monastery in .southwestern
France that now houses an armuseum
and
chaeological
laboratory. For three months it was
also headquarters for a University
of New Mexico anthroptllogy
professor and six UNM graduate
students who began excavatio11s at
a late Ice Age site near the Abbaye.
Working with molti•yeatfunding
front the National Science
Foundation, :Or. Lawrence Straus
and the students began their extavation by cutting through. dense
vegetation along a·steep cliffline at
Abri Dufaute in the .Les Landes
region to uncover an ancient site
once inhabited by seasonal reindeer
hunters.
The project was co-directed by
F'rench archaeologist Robert
Arambourou. He is the person

\'

responsible for converting the
Abbaye d'Arthous into a regional
museum and laboratory. He has
also been excavating a nearby site 1
Abri DUruthy, for the last 25 years.
"Without Dr. Arambourou this
'project would not really be
possible," Straus said. "His lab
facilities at the Abbaye are excellent. He is vety cooperative and
an excellant host.''
Abri Dufaure, where Straus and
the students have begun work, was
first tested in 1900 by an eminent
French prehistorian, Abbe Henri
Breuil, Last year Straus conducted
test digs. at the site as ·part of an ·
archaeological reconnaissance he
conducted in the region for the
National Geographic Society.
He and the students returned irt
June to .start the current round of
excavations.

"This is a Magdelenian site,"
Straus said. "It is partially a rock
shelter with a large terrace in front
of it. Dr. Arambourou and I want
to compare this site With his excavations at Duruthy. We suspect
our site dates 12,000 to 11,000 years
ago, but it probably has several
more levels down below out present
work level. 1'
Bands of reindeer-hunting
humans inhabited the northern
pledmortt of the Pyrenees
Mountains during the Magdalenian
period. At both Dllfaure and
Duruthy, the dwellers paved large
areas with cobblestones because of
the frequertt rainfall.
''The populaton at Dufaure must
have been fairly large," he said.
"They paved an enormous area.
The cobblestones came from the
banh of the dave d'Oloron. On

the cobbled surface we'Ve exposed
so far there are flint tools and
thousands of pieces of debris from
the manufacture of those tools.
Some samples of bone from the
pavement are now being dated at
the University of Lyon in France.''
Remnants of reindeer and bovine
bones and teeth as well as bones of
birds, rodents, horses and elk have
been uncovered. Faunal remains
found at the site are being analyzed
by Dr. Jesus Aluna of Spain.
·"An important reason for this
excavation nt Dufaure is to compare it with the Duruthy site,"
Straus said.
''they are both on the same cliff,
they have the same passage across
the river and their chronology is the
same. We can study the functional
differences and .similarities between
the two sites. We can try to

determine if they were occupied
during the same seasons as part of
seasonal rounds to intercept
reindeer as they crossed the river,"
he said.
The project is also an opportunity to study clustered sites,
he said. Duruthy and Dufaure may
have been cyclically occupied in
conjunction with two other nearby
sites.
"People used these sites regularly
for thousands of years and went to
a lot of trouble to pave them and
build huts/ 1 Stratis said. "If
Dufaure and Duruthy arc indeed
similar then we can say we have a
pattern going here."
Another important aspect of the
Frertch excavation is the opportunity to compare pollen
records
and
sedimentological
continued on page 3
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'Quiet Persuasion' Wins Converts
As Reagan Nears AWACS Victory

Stock Market Report
NEW YORK The stock
market gained Tuesday in the
heaviest trading in three weeks.
The
Dow Jones industrial
average, a 7.03-point loser :\!onday, had been up 11 points before
finishing with a gain of7.42 points
to 838.38.
The New Y ark Stock Exchange
index .rose 0.62 to 69.20 and the
price of an average share increased
27 cents. Advances toppea declines
994-485 among the !8% issues
traded.
The Big Board volume total of
53.03 million shares, was the
heaviest turnover since 54.$7
million shares changed hands Oct.

2.
Composite volume of NYSE
issues traded on all t.:.S. exchanges
and over the counter at 4 p.m.
mtaled 58.42
million shares

compared with 43.51 million traded
Monday.
The American Stock ExchaMe
index rose 5.21 to 310.58 and the
prke of a share jumped 24 cents.
Advances topped declines 346-218
among the ?57 issues traded,
Volume totaled 4.51 million shares
compared with 3. ?9 million
Monday.
The National Association of
Securities Dealers' NASDAQ index
of over the counter stocks gained
1.60 to 192.61.
Blue-chip U.S. Steel led the pack
in trading by climbing 5/8 to 27 112
in trading that included a block of
1.01 million shares at 2'1.
On the Amex, Dome Petroleum
was most active, up 5:8 to 12 3t4 in
trading,
including blocks of
210,000 shares at 12 3 4 and
210,000 shares at\2 SiS.

FRYE

BOOTS
&
Ladie's

WASHINGTON -- President
Reagan reached out Tuesday for
victory in his A WACS showdown
in the Senate and - with the vote
less than 24 hours away - seemed
to have the necessary 50 votes at his
fingertips.
With the conclusive vote on the
$8,5 billion arms package for Saudi
Arabia scheduled for 5 p.m. EST
Wednesday, a United Press
International tally showed 52
senators opposed to or leaning
against the sale, 4 7 fa,·oring it and
only one member still un·
committed.
Sen. John Melcher, D-Mont.,
made a late-afternoon declaration
in favor of selling the sophisticated
radar planes to the Saudis.
Sources close to the leading
Senate opponents of the sale indicated Tuesday two more
Republicans- now inclined to vote
against the sale - may ultimately
sv.itch their positions and snppon
Reagan.
They were identified as Sens.
Slade Gorton of Washington and
Mark Andrews of North Dakota.
They are among the I 8 Republicans
who originally sponsored the
resolution of disapproval.
That could make the final Senate
tally 50-50 and give Reagan the
victory he has been fighting for
with "quiet persuasion." The

disapproval effort will die unless it after Reagan met with five senators
during the morning. Gergen
wins a majority vote.
Melcher had been counted as described the meetings as "quiet
undecided by UP I, but, in another persuasion.,,
shift, a spokesman for Sen, Russel)
"We definitely can win," Gergen
Long said the Louisiana Democrat said, "We believe we're now within
"remains uncommitted ... and is a very few votes and the gap is
not leaning to either side." UPJ had beginning to close."
counted Long as leaning for the
Iowa Republican Sens. Roger
sale.
Jepsen and Charles Grassley held a
In a day that saw 10 senators joint news conference Tuesday
formally stake out positions on the afternoon to announced they back
cotroversial weapons package, the sale. Grassley had been listed as
Reagan seemed to be gaining the leaning against and Jepsen was one
upper hand in a contest that began of 15 GOP members who co·
v.ith 60 members considered to be sponsored the resolution of
against the sale.
disapproval.
With Melcher's announcement,
Both were heavily lobbied by the
the president was up seven for the
White
House - Grassley met with
day - three undecided senators
Reagan
Tuesday and t.heir
were firmly placed in his camp
along with four nominal op· decision to support the president
was seen as a serious blow to foes of
ponents.
When asked if the senators were the sale. But opponents still claimed
"jumping on the bandwagon," a they have enough votes to derail
smiling Reagan replied, "Jump or deal.
Four other senators announced
climb." But he said, "I don't make
Tuesday they would back Reagan's
any deals."
"What if you lose?" he was proposal to sell five Airborne
Warning and Control Systems
asked.
The president smiled quizzically planes and jet lighter equipment to
and quoted from a ballad -''I'll the Saudi monarchy - Walter
lie me down, and bleed a while and Huddleston, D-Ky., and Frank
Murkowski, R-Alaska, both
then get up to fight again."
uncommitted,
and
Earlier, White House com· previously
munications director David Gergen David Boren, D·Okla., and James
said, "We remain cautiously op- Exon, D-Neb., who both had been
timistic." He spoke with reporters leaning against.
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license waivers is declared unconstitutional, the whole law may
be thrown out because its
severability clause was vetoed by
Gov, Bruce King, Austin said.
Gordon
Venable,
GSA's
representative to the Union Board,
said the veto of the severability
clause and whether UNM can be
defined as a "school" under the

Tapes Irrelevant to Prison Wrongs
SANTA FE - State Police Chief
He was one of three guards taken
Martin Vigil said Tuesday personal hostage and officials said inm&tes
tapes recorded by slain prison other than those attempting to
guard Gerald Magee do not contain escape may have killed him. To
relevant information concerning date, no one has been charged with
alleged wrongdoing at the state his death.
penitentiary.
Following his slaying, reports
The 33-year-old Magee was surfaced that Magee was constabbed to death Aug. 30 during an ducting a personal inveHigation
unsuccessful escape attempt in· involving alleged wrongdoing by
volving five Cellblock 6 inmates prison officials, That investigation
armed with two loaded revolvers.
allegedly involved tape recordings

records from the two sites and test a
controlled case to get a better idea
of the accuracy of pollen tests.
Pollen from the site will be
studied by Dr. M.M. Paquereau
and .sediments will be studied by
Dr. H. Laville, both from the
University of Bordeaux. Wood
charcoal samples fom Dufaure will
be examined by Dr. J. L. Vernet of
the University of Montpellier,
France.

Where £an I go if I want legal
advice on civil cases? Clinical Law
Department, Bratton Hall 3228, x

I
I

WIN a FREE
HALLOWEEN BALLOON RIDE

I
I
I
I
I

for you and a friend from YALE BLOOD PLASmA. During the
month of October, new and legular donors alike will be
reglsteted fot the drawing each time you donate twice In the
same week! (ffi·F)
This coupon Is good for J3.00 and a chance
In the drawing for first time donors.
The LUCKY WINNER will be announced Fri. Oct. 30
Valid only with current student or mllltaryi.D.
Expires Oct. 29, 1961

YALE BLOOD PLASMA
122YALESE
-----------------------------~
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Hot Chili Con Carne

ABOUT

New 1v1exican Sl\-le. piping

TIME.

"hot" v.:ith crisp crackers.

3 egg'i. toast or hash browns
and ~our falorite topping.

High-In-the-Sky Meringue Pie
Chocolate. Lemon. Coconut. Banano:1
and Butterscotch v.hipppd high.

Hero Sandwiches
:~liP<'"

of nW<lf (\.•our choice)
on <1 frt·.,h honwrnade hoaqit>
roll \~ ifh ll'lfll< \'. [li< hit•
<Jml

tomc~to

M

GOOD!

New Mexico
Union
Food service

7 ·10 p.m. Tuesday thru Saturday
plus LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!!

MONTANA MINING RESTAURANT
Bottom of First National Bank • San Mateo and Central

MEET THE NEW
PROBLEM-SOLVERS
·
FROM HP.

HP·IlC

HP·12C

Slim· Line Advanced
Programmable Scientific with
Continuous Memory

Slim·Line Financial
Programmable with Continuous
Memory and Special Functions

Reg. $135.00
OnSa/e

Reg. $150.00

$119.95

,,
.i

Your lime Thats what rt
takes lo help olhers
through Peace Corps To
pass along skilled trades
like carpenlry. To demonstrate better methods of
farmrng To work on
schools and mrgation
syslems A year or two
can make a world of dif·
terence

$129.95

On Sale

Both the HP-11C and HP-12C"offer you a wide range of functions to help you solve 11our
problems quickly and easily. Plus programming and storage capability all in a portable, ~lim
line design.

HEWLETT-PACKARD

REG.

HP-32E Scientific with Statistics
__HP·33C ___r~ra!!!'!''!l?.fe _?~ientific
HP·34C Advanced
HP-37E -··-------Business
... --HP-38C Advanced Financial
-·----------·- -- .
HP-41C Alpha~~l!l~ric_~[<;:~ntinuous ~emo'Y.
HP-41CV _,~lph~numeric wi!h ~a!': !-'!e_mo'Y.
HP-82104A ~.1-'Jug-in Card Reader
. _HP·821_43A _ Battery Operable Pr~ter __
HP-82153A __ _Q[!t!_clll. \,Va1_1d ..
HP-67 Programmable \l)ith ~ilrd_ Reade!
HP-97 Prowam_mable with Printer
''-

Country Fresh Omelettes

50¢ Well drinks
50¢ Draft beer
50¢ Wine

continued from page 1
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im{Jlicating certain officials.
On Sept. I I, state police and FBI
agents recovered 12 tapes and some
written notes Magee kept in a safe
deposit box, Vigil said during a
news conference. The FBI copied
the tapes, later transcribing some of
them, he said.
And Vigil said the information
contained on the tapes does not
pertain to the state penitentiary.

through the Month
of November

Friends Raise
Book Money

5265.

I
I

for the
Ladies

liquor laws were both possibly dergoing renovation and will be
debatable.
used to house the Alumni
It was also reported that the Association when the renovation is
Alumni Association was able to complete.
obtain a liquor license waiver
Holt said he was so confident of
before the July I deadline, but the university obtaining a license,
because the request specificially he already had a design team
states that the license will be used working on how the Subway
for Hodgin Hall, it cannot also be Station in the basement of the SUB
used for the tavern.
could be made into a restaurant
Hogdin Hall is presently un· tavern.

-Research-

Let's
Have
Lunch
at the
Union!

2120 Central SE

continued from page 1

About $7100 was raised by the
Friends of the University of New
Mexico Libraries benefit booksale,
the director of Friends said.
The Oct. 16 and 17 booksale was
"a great success," Jerry Wise,
director of Friends said.
The two-day sale attracted about
2,000 customers who waited in long
lines, but every item was a bargin,
Wise said. "We're grateful to
everyone who helped."
Most items were priced between
10 cents and $1. Over 10,000
volumes were sold, he said.
Proceeds from the sale will
support new purchases and service
at the libraries,

Men's

lobo
men's
shop

,-Liquor..._____________

'---~g~~--SFRi

.•-:oo-S-301(

SALE

$55.00
$45.00
$90.00
$72.00
$150.00
$119.95
s 59.95
$75.00
$150.00
$124.95
- ---$250.00
$224.95
-$325.00
•. - --------- - $275.00
-$215.00
---- --- $189.95
$385.00 -----------$325.00 .
$125.00
$112.00
. ---- .
-------$375.00
$300.00
$750.00
$600.00
•

---~-
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SAT. s:JO• 4:30
Mali&Phoncb,ders
Welcome.

401 WYOMING NE• 265•798~1

aug lily products. for I he World ol Science, Enaiheerlng & Business.

For information on Peace
Corps and a personal
interview call277·2962.

Sale ends 10/31/81

Quantities limited
VISA
MASTER CHARGE
AME~ICAN EXPRESS

P~gc
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Life and Related Subjects
© 1981

by Dave Barry
l realize it's none of my business, but I have a few
questions about the MX missile system. Here, as I
understand it, is how the MX is supposed to work: We
would put a bunch of missiles where the Russians
can't hit them with their missiles. That way, if the
Russians shoot at us, we'll be able to shoot back, and
everybody will wind up dead. This is considered to be
much more desirable than what would happen
without the MX, namely that the Russians would still
be alive and we would be dead. Obviously, the best
solution would be for us to be alive and the Russians
to be dead, but for this to happen we would have to
shoot first, and we wouldn't do that because the
whole reason we built all these nuclear devices in the
first place is to preserve world peace. So we are going
for the peace-loving solution, which is to guarantee
that if anyuody attacks anybody, everybody winds up
dead.
So far so good. I mean, any fool can see the MX is
the way to go. But what troubles me is the particular
kind of MX President Reagan decided to build,
Basically, the people who worry about our national

defense for us came up with two option:
OPTION ONE;: Dig several thousand holes in
Nevada and Utah, but put actual missiles in only a few
of them, so the Russians won't know which holes to
shoot at,
Costs: A trillion or so dollars.
Advantages: The bulldozer industry would prosper
beyond its wildest dreams.
Disadvantages: It won't work. One flaw, of course,
is that the Russians, using their spy satellites, could
figure out which holes we put the missiles in. We
could probably come up with some crafty scheme to
overcome this flaw: Maybe we'd attach leaves and
fruit to the missles so the Russians would think we
were merely planting enormous trees in Nevada and
Utah; or maybe we'd put huge signs on each missile
with the words "THIS IS NOT A MISSILE" printed in
Russian. So hiding the missiles is not the problem.
The problem is that the Russians, if they have any
sense at all, would simply build more missiles and
shoot at all the holes, and we'd all wind up dead with
no way to make the Russians dead. So the nationaldefense people came up with Option Two.
OPTION TWO: Put the MX missiles in holes we
already have.
Costs: A few hundred billion dollars.
Advantages: None, except it costs less, which is not
really an advantage because the government will
spend the leftover money on some other gigantic
scheme anyway.
Disadvantages; It won't work, since the Russians
already know where the existing holes are. Heck, I
even know where they are. They're in Kansas. All the
Russians would have to do is locate a map revealing
the location of Kansas, which they could probably do,
what with their extensive spy network.
So basically, President Reagan was faced with two
options, both of which involved holes and neither of
which would work. He pondered this problem for a
while, on his horse, and finally decided to go with
Option Two. Why, he reasoned, should we pay a
trillion dollars for a system that wouldn't work, when
we can get the same thing for a few hundred billion?
He's going on the time-honored axiom that if
something is not worth doing, it is not worth doing
right.
Ideally, President Reagan would have delayed his
decision in the hope that, given tiine, his defense
planners could come up with a third option, such as
covering Nebraska with ice and launching the missiles
from dogsleds. But he had to act fast, because of th!j
Window of Vulnerability. The Window of
Vulnerability, which was discovered only recently, is
the period of time between now and whenever we
finish the MX system, during which we are vulnerable
to Russian attack. Reagan's defense advisers are very
big on the Window of Vulnerability: For months now,
they have been running around the country
proclaiming how vulnerable we are. This puzzles me. I
mean, if we're so vulnerable, why are we telling
everybody? And if the Russians are so hot to attack
us, why don't they do it now? Why on Earth would
they wait until after we finish our MX system? And if
they don't attack us when we're vulnerable, why do
we need the MX at all? These questions deserve a lot
of hard thought, which I intend to give them just as
soon as I've had another drink.
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Reader Welcomes
European Protests
Editor:
I was pleased to read that European citizens are organizing and
protesting against the deployment of both U.S. and Soviet medium
range nuclear missiles. Nuclear arms buildup can only mean a
nightmarish self-fulfilling prophecy, devastating not only Europe,
but our own country as well. Our government leaders must come to
realize that an arms race is not the way to world peace. Rather, a
good faith agreement by the nuclear nations to de-arm is the surest
way to guarantee the livelihood of future generations. That way
there will be no temptation to use the weapons that would destroy
the world.
It is a relief to see the protestors calling for bi-lateral withdrawal. A
unilateral call for disarmament would only serve to make the target
country suspicious and defensive. And perhaps the E:uropean
protestors should give more attention to their own nation's arsenals
(particularly France).
Only when it is the will of all the world's people (European, Soviet,
American, and everyone else) can disarmament take place. To be
sure, I realize it would be naive to expect this to happen in my
lifetime. But perhaps some day this dream will come true - or
mankind will cease to existJohn P. Durkin

Subscripilc>n tate is $10.00 for the ac<ldcmic year.
expressed on the OOitorlal pages of the l>ally
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Food of the future!!
Fact or Fallocy??
Film Presentation
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Do you have any Zits?

~
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The UNM Division of Dermatology and the Student Health Center need volunteers
with acne to help determine the effectiveness of a new topical antibiotic treatment.
Patients must be available for examination every other Saturday morning between
October 24 and January 16,1982.
The final starting dates for this experiment will be October 24-29. Patients should
not be taking antibiotics or corticosteroids.
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PINON

Pollc~·
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Volunteers will be paid a fee.
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·Tonight
BIG RIVER PRESENTS

The Magic of Jim Morrison & The Doors

FROM lOS ANGELES ON A NATIONAL CONCERT TOUR
Wltlr spettJI guests

The Refrigerators

Wednesday,
October28
9p.m.
·-·-··· .....

••

•

••
•

LIVE AT GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION

~,.

•
•

•

continued from page 3
identify - reviewed transcripts of
"The tapes generally contain the tapes and requested they not be
conversations with close personal made public due to their personal
acquaintances and observations nature.
Carlson said many of the tapes
about Mr. Magee's personal life
and previous employment ex- contain numerous gaps that did not
appear to have been made inperiences in Ohio," Vigil said.
But Joel Carlson, special agent in tentionally. He also said one tape
charge of the .FBI in New Mexico, seemed to be a recording of a
said two of the tapes allege po,ssible running truck engine.
Regarding the quality of the
criminal action in Ohio, specifically
at Newton Falls, where Magee tapes, Carlson said, "You can
worked as a policeman on a part- surely get the gist of what is being
said. I can associate none of it with
time basis.
The alleged criminal activity, what is going on in New Mexico-"
District Attorney Eloy Martinez
Carlson said, involves narcotics. He
said Magee named names on the said the investigation into Magee's
death is continuing.
tapes.
"It would not seem to be a
federal violation," he said. "It had
to do with narcotics."
Where can I go if I want on-campus
Since no federal laws appear to housing? UNM Housing Office, La
have been violated, Carlson said the Posada Hall20l,x 2606.
state police would handle the
matter.
And Deputy State Police Chief Where can I go if I want inRichard C. de Baca said he plans to formation on tenant rights? New
review the tapes and send them to Mexico Public Interest Research
the Newton Falls police chief if the Group (NMPIRG), Mesa Vista
. information they contain warrants Hall 1057, x 2757; Legal Aid Landlord/Tenant Hot Line,
such action.
Vigil said a close associate of Westen Bank Bldg. (Alb.), x 243Magee ~ whom he declined to 7871.

~
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Allow us to show you
comparative price lists
to verify the savings.
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BUTIERFIELD offers
More in Value . _. Diamonds
at 20% savings over
shopping center prices .

. ....... KellyOibbs

wee.._

CARLISLE AT GIBSON

.. Helen oaus$oin

hlitot. -····

9am·11pm 7 days a
6519 41h NW

265-5695

why are the same
brand ... similiar items.
DIAMONDS •.. priced higher
in shopping centers and
other stores?

Mexico; and i~ not (inaneially a~sodated with.UNM. Second
cla~s po~lage paid at Albuquerque, New Mc:~Cico 87UI.

Mannging Ediror.
Nev.·~ Fdilor
!"-inurts hlitor .

lor rent by the hour
344-n27

ask about it

The New Mexico UaiiJ; _toho is published Monday through

Ne\\·~

-Prison-------

Getting lower rates might help

the store for MORE Diamond Value

No.47

Friday every regular week oflh-e University-year, weekly during
cloo;l!cl and rJm~.ls weeks and weekly during the: summer session
by thc Board or Student i 1ubllcatlons or the Univcrsily MNcw

Ollinion~

Science, math, other technical
categodes: A 23 percent increase in
hirings at the bachelor's level; a 29
percent gain at the master's level; a
32 percent increase at the doctoral.
Business: Bachelor level jobs, up
13 percent; at the master's, up 15
percent.
Other non-teGhni.cal category: A
5 percent increase in ·anticipated
hiring compared with last year.
Liberal arts graduates dominate the
nontechnical category, Increased
job opportunitiess for such
graduates poetry, language,
music majors and such - were
expected especially in merchandising and service fields.
The survey, based on responses
from 551 of 729 public and private
employing organizations, was taken
at the end of September during the
recent reeessionary slump.
The employers were asked about
the economic outlook for their
organization in the last half of 1981
compared with the first half.
Forty-two percent expected the
economic outlook to improve; 36
percent foresaw no change; 17
percent predicted conditions will
worsen in the last half of 1981, The
remaining 5 percent were uncertain.

·Hot Tubs

llutterlielll

Ntw Mexico Dalty I.nbo
j81400

The

NEW YORK - Job prospects
for 1982 college graduates are
expected to continue to be excellent
for the "golden degrees"
engineering, business and computer
science, a College Placement
Council official said Tuesday.
Judith O'Fiynn Kayser, manager
of CPC statistical services said a
recent survey based on 551 employers also found the job outlook
good for most other fields - including a 5 percent increase in
positions for liberal arts graduates.
The exception: federal gover"
nmentjobs.
''Federal governmment hiring
for entry-level positions (except in
engineering) is expected to
decrease, primarily due to hiring
limitations imposed by President
Reqagan in January, 1981, as part
of his anti-inflation economic
program," she said,
Kayser said the predicted 5
percent upturn in jobs for liberal
arts graduates comes after three
years of decline.
Highlights of the survey:
Engineering: At the bachelor's
level, placements to go up 12
percent over last year; at the
master's level, 32 percent; at the
doctoral, 37 percent.

'
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Job Opportunities
Good for Graduates

by Garry Trudeau

Letter

-

Buying auto insurance is no fun .•.
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COM/N!1 OECiiMBER II: GEORGt rHOROGOOIJ & THE DESr/10 YHfS
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OPEC Officials Predict Korean Door Restaurant
Campus
Oil Price Agreement

ORTIZ

Central

Briefs

for

SENATE

Pos.4

NMPIRG Seeks
New Membership

Food service
Visit the New Mexico Union Food Service
area and you could win free lunch for.a week!
To enler pick up an entry blank from the cashiers oo
the maio level of the New Mexico Union. Fill out the entry
blank and YOU could go to lunch on us!

9.

Winners will be announced in the Daily Lobo
Drawing held every Friday.
Roblll Romtlto

This week's winner:
Del M. Sanchez

Phil Smith, Lobo basketball star, practices for the intramural billiards tournament. Registration for
the tournament, which also includes bowling, starts today.

Workshop Set
For Tax Help

Challenge! For some, ifs a once-in·a·life-time
experience. For others, like the professionals at
TRW, it's an everyday reality.
These knowledge-intensive men and women
operate as a team to reach the highest pinnacles
of technical excellence. They recognize the value
of the individual to the group effort in reaching the
top in a variety of technical disciplines- From
large data base software systems, communications
spacecraft, and alternative energy sources to
scientific satellites, high energy lasers, and
microelectronics.
So, if you're a rugged individualist with a strong
desire to pit your skills against complex technical
problems, look into TRW. We'll give you the experi·
ence you need to become an engineering professional of the highest calibre.
Now that you've mastered the basics and
conquered one mountain,
we invite you to scale ours.
TRW will be on campus

November20

to interview graduates in Engineering and
Scientific disciplines at all degree levels. Contact
the placement office to schedule your
appointment, or write to:
TRW College Relations
Bldg. R5/B196, Dept. UM 11/81
One Space Park Drive
Redondo Beach, California 90278

Challenge! Another reason
why tomorrow is taking shape
at a company called TRW.

Health Center
Holds Clinics
Viki Florence

The challenge...
for those
who dare...
is at

TRW

OPEC
officials
said
all 13 Saudi
member
countries
sending
tatives
to the
session,
including
Arabia's
Sheikwere
Ahmed
Zaki.represenYamani.
Agreement would be impossible without the powerful Saudis who
currently pump nearly half of OPEC's daily 20 million barrels of oil and
are the main foreign supplier of U.S. oil,
Thursday's meeting marks the third attempt in six months by ministers
of the Organization of Petrole11m Exporting Countries to bury bitter internal differences over a unified pricing system.
Saudi Crown Prince Fahd, ruler of the desert kingdom, was in Geneva
all week on a private visit, staying at the same hotel as the OPEC conference.
Ministers agreed the session would be classified "extraordinary," indicating agreement may already have been reached. Bargaining usually
takes place in "consultative" sessions, switching to "extraordinary" status
if accord is won.
The other OPEC members now appear ready to accept the proposal
Yamani made at the last session in August for a unified base price of $34 a
barrel to be frozen through 1982, industry experts said.
Price unification at $34, with the Saudis going up by $2 and the others
coming down by the same margin, would see OPEC's average price rising
by "dimes rather than dollars," one expert said.
The uniform OPEC price would cost American consumers 2 to 3 cents
more a gallon for gasoline and heating oil, according to the Petroleum
Industry Research Foundation.
The industry experts cautioned that nothing can ever be certain in OPEC
and the session could run into unexpected problems.
They said some of the hawks like Libya and Iran may still oppose the
price freeze demanded by Yamani as the condition for raising the price of
Saudi oil from $32 to $34.

Students interested in the New
Mexico Public Interest Research
Gtoup are invited to attend an
organizational meeting scheduled
for Ocl. 28 in room 231-E of the
SUB.
The meeting will focus on
making a stronger NMPIRG which
was emphasized by Ralph Nader in
Monday evening's speech at
Popejoy Hall.
A discussion is also planned on
the Clean Air Petition Drive which
is slated to begin the week of Nov.

New Mexico Union

· Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H
u.s. Citizenship Required

GENEVA, Switzerland - OPEC officials Tuesday predicted quick
agreement at Th11rsday's special meeting on a $34 a barrel uniform oil price
whicr would raise u.s. gasoline and heating oil by2 to 3 cents a gallon.
''We expect and plan for the meeting to last just the one day and it is our
hope and expectation that there will be agreement," an OPEC spokesman
said.

Pos. 4

Win Free lunch
CiOOD!
for a Week!

Coe;~JRW

:r:

The season for giving will soon
be upon us, followed closely by the
season when the Internal Revenue
Service will want its share as welt
To help individuals and tax
professionals prepare for this
inevitable occasion, the UNM
Management Development Center
is presenting three . one-day
workshops on income tax and
estate planning.
On Nov. 23, the center will
present an Individual Income Tax
Refresher Course.
Estate Planning will be presented
on Nov. 24, and Nov. 25 will be
IRS Practices and Procedures.
All workshops will be held from
8:30 to 5 p.m. at the Sheraton Old
Town Inn, 800 Rio Grande Blvd.
The emphasis in each workshop will
be on the Economic Reform Tax
Act ofl98!.
The instructor for all three
workshops will be George M.
Schain, who has a juris doctorate,
an authority and nationally known
lecturer on the subject of taxation.
Schain's experience includes being a
tax project manager for the
American Institute of CPAs and
supervisor of the National Tax
Training Department for Coopers
and Lybrand. He has also been an
IRS appeals officer.
At present, Schain is a professor
at the New York School of Law and
adjunct faculty member of the
Fordham
University Graduate
School of Business Administration.
The fee for any one of the
workshops is $110. For two
workshops, the fee is $205. The fee
for taking all three is $275.

The Student Health Center has
begun a series of evening women's
health clinics aimed at providing
care for students unable to schedule
appointmets during regular health
center hours.
The clinics will be held on the
fir&t Tuesday of each month, with
the next one on Nov. 3, Bennette
Meyer, one of two nurse practicioners who will staff the clinics
said.
Although the first such clinic,
held Oct. 6, did not attract a large
number of patients, Meyer feels
there is a definite need for such
care.
"The response to the first clinic
wasn't a real .reflection of need,"
she said. "Few people .knew that
the evening appointments were
avai.lable."
The center is expecting a larger
response to the November clinic. If
the response indicates a large
enough need, more clinics may be
scheduled each month, she said.
Geared toward working students
who do not have time to visit the
Health Center during the day, the
evening clinics-will provide routine
physical exams and pap smears.
Patients will be seen by appointment only. The charge for a
routine physical is $8. Other
charges vary, and can be quoted
over the phone, Meyer said.
Appointments can be made by
calling the Health Center at 277 ·
3136, she said.

•
•
•
•

fast service
good prices
plenty of parl<ing In
healthy foqd

"'~

a
back
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.S.U.N.M. Candidate Endorsemen

NOTICE
All U.N.M. Organizations wishing to en·
dorse candidates for A.S.U.N.M. Senate must
bring endorsements.

· Before Noon ·
Monday, Nov. 2,1981
Marron Hall, Room 131
Approved by A.S.U.N.M. Election Committee,
Elven L. Romero, chairman

(}ood companyis whatyou makeit.
SO make it special,
with (jeneral%odsfntemational Coffees.

Where can I go if I want dental
attention? UNM Dental Clinic,
Novitski Hall, x 4513.
An entirely new concept·

'\'0<Z ~3-Ye 0,..
\~ wzfresn

.

~

e,.

Fees include all program
materials, luncheons and refreshments, but exclude lodging. A 10
percent discount is given to any
organization sending at least three
people to each \vorkshop,
Expenses incurred for continuing
management education may be tax
deductible if undertaken to
maintain and improve professional
skills, according to John Warner,
director of the center. This includes
tuition, travel, meals and lodging.
For more information, or to
register, contact the Management
Development Center through he
UNM School of Management, 2772525 or 277-4638.

Guaranteed
by

eHJtXC.:RI·l.A
A Useful and Beautiful
Christmas Gift
orderirom:

Vreeland WOfld Trade Systems
1036 Wade Circle NE
AlbUquerque, N.M.81f12
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Arts
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ARMY-NAVY GOODS
504 YALE.SE
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Asteroids, and a new game
to Alb. "Q ix"

Theatre Arts to Host
Southwest Conference

.

~

Video Games

•
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•

. :~c

101 Cornell S.E.
266-0211
OPEN 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Mon. thnt Sat.

Leslie Donovan
One of the major problems in the
arts hinges on a lack of communication between artists about
their work.
But this week theater arts enthusiasts from New Mexico, Texas,
Oklahoma,
Arkansas
and
Louisiana will try to solve that
problem by sharing ideas, information and work at the Southwest Tljl!ater Conference, hosted by
the New Mexico College Theater
Festival through the UNM Theatre
Arts Department,
Organized by UNM Theater Arts
professor Clayton Karkosh, the
conference will include workshops
on a wide range of topics, performances of 11 plays from colleges
in the southwest region and a
project synthesizing in performance
of new ideas discussed at the
conference.
There will also be a gala
Halloween party Saturday night
complete with food, drinks, music,
dancing and conference participants dressed as their favorite
dramatic characters.
The 11 plays to be presented as
part of the regional festival range in
subject and style from the classical
Greek comedy, Lysis/rata to the
modern absurdist comedy, Six

Characters
Author.

In

Search

Of An

The plays to be presented are:

Our price
Designer Tops
Designer Jeans
100% Cotton Sweaters
Rainbow Fleece Tops
Misses Knee High Socks
100% Pure Silk Scarves
Giant Cotton Scarves
2 pc. Velour Jogger
3 pc. Terry Jogger
Men's Scarf & Gloves Set
Pen Watches
Rubix Cube
Fashion Sunglasses

$5.29 -$6.99
$14.99- $19.95
$8.99
$5.99
$1.50/pr.
$6.99
$8.99
$23.99
$19.95
$9.95
$16.99
$3.99
$3.00

-plusUnique Fashions from Guatamala and India
Large selection of Handbags
... and More, at

r-------------------------------------,
IIJI Cornt·ll S.K
266-0211

10%0FF

Six Characters In Search Of An
Author, presented by UNM, Wed.,
Oct. 28 at 8:00p.m. in Rodey
Theater;

Just

A

Song At

Twilight,

presented by UNM, Thurs., Oct 29
at 10:30 a.m. in the Experimental
Theater;

The

Primary

English

Class,

presented by NM Highlands,
Thurs., Oct. 29 at I p.m. in Rodey
Theater;
The Circle Game, presented by
UNM, Thurs., Oct. 29 at 4 p.m. in
the Experiment::il Theater;
Lysis/rata, presented by Eastern
NM University, Thurs., Oct. 29 at 8
p.m. in Rodey Theater;

New

Plav

Performance,

presented by University of
Oklahoma, Fri., Oct. 30 at 10:30
a.m. in the Experimental Theater;
Celebralion, presented by
College of the Southwest, Fri., Oct.
30at l:OOp.m. inRodeyTheater;
Boob In The Tube, presented
Fri., Oct. 30 at 4 p.m. in the
Experimental Theater;
Mirage, presented by University
of Albuquerque, Fri., Oct. 30 at 8
p.m. in Rodey Theater

Went

To

Town

Singin',

presented by NM State University,
Sat., Oct. 31 at I p.m. in Rodey
Theater;
Death's Nose, presented by
UNM, Sat., Oc.t. 31 at 8 p.m. in
Rodey Theater.
or these plays seven will be
entered in the New Mexico College
Theater Festival while four, three
from UNM, will be entered in the
Festival of New Plays.

Each play will be given a public
critique the morning after the
performance in the Keller Hall
Green Room.
From this festival, judges may
nominate one or more of these
plays to go on to the regional
competition from which eight are
then chosen to perform in Kennedy
Center next year.
All performances are open to the
public. A limited number of tickets
are available at the Fine Arts Box
Office for $4, $3 for UNM
students.
Karkosh !;aid, the performance
project, a semi-spontaneous
creation that biends ritual, masks,
dance and theater in a processional
celebration of theater and the
conference, will probably begin
downstairs in the Convention
Center about 3:30 p.m. Saturday
and move out into the downtown
plaza.

with this coupon only
offer expires 11-6-HI

ANY PURCHASE
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BREAKFAST
Homemade Desserts
HOT DINNERS

OPENING RECEPTION OCT 30" 7pm
2206 Central S.l.- Ac:rn" lrom l'\\1.

.ASA Gallery to Exhibit
Student Studio Activity

The conference is partially
funded by the National Endowment
for the Arts and the New Mexico
Arts Division.

I
II

·uNM Gtolosy Club --First Annual Bake Sale
Weclncsdny ln rronl of_ Northrop Hall (O~It~g)f
Building) from 8:30a.m, till noon.
American Marlu~tlnR A~sOd1tfnn - Southwest
Airlines area rcpr_escnlative will give a rllm prescn·
tation on ndvertisltlg· done by the airline, Wednesday
Radsm In the Feminist

Movement'' presented by Mary Adams Trujillo will
be the topiC or tl!Scus~lon for Wednesday's Brown
Scrl~

For your dining plca~t'tll'C,
all meals are "Home Cooked"
in our kitchen.

niEA£'s NO SUB FOR A SUB UKE A SUB FADM SOUP'A'sl.a

Persons interested in attending
the conference may register at the
UNM Theatre Arts Dept. through
Wednesday and at the Convention
Center Thursday morning.

Bag

tltcst• cl(.'l'troJ•ic ~l~nius(•s

Hour,:
Monda;. thrtt J·rida1 X a.m.-9 p.m.
Saturda_l .& Sunda_,1 l 11.111. - X p.m.
255-3696

The conference is open to the
general public for fees totaling $36
for students, $50 for others, which
includes
all workshops, the
Halloween party, the performance
project and tickets to all performances.

11

ag:~inst

Wed. Spaghetti D<!y!
Wed. & Fri.
Clam Chowder

Among the conference's guest
artists will be: Anna Halprin,
director of San Francisco's Dancer's Workshop; Cindy Snodgrass,
creator of wind-sculpture, an art
form using the effect of the wind's
movement on soft sculpture; Philip
Arnoult, founder and director of
the Baltimore Theatre Project and
the Rat Squad community theater;
Marilee
Herbert-Slater,
from
Louisville's Actor's Theater and the
New American Play Festival; and
Mark Medoff, NM playwright and
Tony Award winner.

al7:30p.m.lnASM 122.
Women's Center -

,.,·its

HOT SUBS
COLD SlJBS

The workshops will be held at the
Convention Center, Thursday and
Friday. More information is
available through the UNM Theatre
Arts Dept.

~er'tiee

~·our

l'or I lallowc•ctl

Conference participants will hear
a variety of nationally known guest
speakers and attend workshops
with a wide range of suggested
topics such as "Future Funding for
the Arts," "Turning Folklore into
Theater,''
''Holograms~''
"Lasers," "Video As A Training
Tool" and "Creative Dramatics for
the Handicapped" among others.

Up

.Mutcl1

\V t' an' now tal.<i nt-ou
orders for
G ft subs and party trays

The public is invited to this
performance
project
which
promises to cap off the conference
with a big dramatic flair.

.

The three UNM New Play entries
were originally part of UNM's
Summetjest, a series of original,
student written plays presented last
summer.

SEE YoU THERE~

at the Women's Center.{l824 Las Lomas

N,E.),
Presld"entlal Scholllf!l Club - Will be holding
ASUNM candidate cndcrsemcnt!l Wcdnc~dny at 7
p.m. In tltc Honors Center. AU $Cholars prcsimt will
have a vote.
Khn. Cl'ub _.. the Council of the Kiva Club will
hold a mtctlng Wednesday at 4:ji:) p.m. ut the Native
AmctieatJ Stl1dles Center. 1812 l.lis t.omas N.e.
Ocncrnl tnenlbct.~hll> is welcome.

Ray Abeyta
Group shows come in two basic
categories - the invitational, where
an artist is asked to present his/her
work with others, usually with no
stipulations on the work submitted;
and juried, where an artist submits
work to be judged from among
other works on the basis of quality,
uniqueness or theme.
The purpose of the group show is
generally to represent the broadest
cross section of artists working in
any particular field.
Generally held in museums or
galleries, group shows can be
compared to department stores or
auto showrooms. They present an
array of objects, displayed about
the space provided, sometimes
cluttered, sometimes sparse.
Tending towards variety of concept
and approach, these shows offer
the viewer an opportunity to view
the range of works either as a
whole, relating the total sum of
works as an entire body, or individually, picking those works
which best reflect the viewers
prefrences and interests.
The group show is perhaps the
most democratic approach to
presenting works by a community
of artists.
Not without its inherent
problems, group shows are oftentimes overbearing in their
amount of information and their
attempt to cram as many artists into
one show as can possibly fit. One of
their advantages is that shows of
this scale introduce a large number
of artists to the viewing audience.
So if the viewer should become
interested in the work of an individual artist in a group show it
would be possible to follow that
artists career after the fact.
But every now and then, it
works, and works welt.
The Faculty Art Show, presented
by the UNM Fine Arts Museum,
offers new art students the chance
to view the current works of the
artists teaching at UNM.
The show currently running
downtown at the AUA ~"Exhibit
A" - features the work of several
local artists working with the
themes of mystery, intrigue and

crime.

~

works entitled "Studio Activity:
Traditional Media and Current ByProducts".
The show is a juried e>;hibition
that was open to all UNM students,
regardless of their college majors.
Juried by three UNM students and
one normal person, the jurors chose
from several hundred 'submissions
and pared it down to 53 works by
35 artists.
The student show is a semi·
official annual event which exhibits
works in all media. Considering the
space the ASA has to work with
and the amount of students, both in
and ou_! of the College of Fine Arts,
who are aspiring or working artists,
the exhibit presents an admirable
cross section.
Studio Activity will introduce a
fair number of new faces to the
UNM art scene as well as a
represention of the turnover that is
always in process at learning institutions.
The show is still in the process of
being arranged, but from the
glimpses I've had of the work
around the gallery it promises to be
all that group shows should
represent.
Mediums range from weaving,
jewelry, painting, and print making
to constructions, ceramics,
photographs and the so-called
byproducts of all of the above.
Basically, in an on the walls
exhibition, the work tends towards
the traditional end of the spectrum.
There is a noticeable lack of
sculpture in this show, perhaps due
to the current student sculpture
show at the Artichoke Gallery. This
is unfortunate, but the slack is
taken up by the other works on the
walls.
One could argue that' student art
shows as such are not really art per
se, applying the argument that, if
you are an artist proper, you are
not in school as a student, and if
you are· a student of art you are not
necessarily an artist.
On the other hand, an artist has
to start somewhere, and school is as
good a place as any.
In the case of Swdio Activity, the
viewer has the opportunity to
decide for his/herself, among an
array of objects displayed in the
venerable showroom of the ASA,
whether or not it's att by artists or
more student indulgences.

All of these shows, including the
juried statewide exhibition at the
Albuquerque Library, present a
range of works by numerous artists,
acting as a catalogue dose of works
Stlldio Activity will open
that could take an individual years Thursday, with another fine and
to sec if they saw them artist by crazy gala opening reception Friday
artist in one person shows.
night at. 7 p.m. If you feel up to it,
ln keeping with the tradition of debut your Halloween costume for
the group show, the ASA Gallery is Saturday night. What the hell,
presenting an exhibition of student yott're only in college once.

tW\1

to Mclhln•tld\

The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE Presents

Vampyr
Directed by
Carl Dreyer

German/French dialog
with English subtitles
1931, B/W

Dreyer's first sound film. and first
film after Joan Of Arc. is not
another version of Bram Stoker's
Dracula. but based on Le Fanu's
Carmille. To Dreyer vampirism has
little to do With blood sucking or
being changed Into a bat; it is a
sickness of the soul. In the introductory title Dreyer says:
"There exist certain predestined
beings whose very lives seem
bound by invisible threads to the
supernatural
world ... David Vampyr is a film in black-omGray's personality was thus white. with dancing shadows. a
one-legged corporal. the
mysterious."
premature burial of David Gray,
and the curse of the vampire.

Tonight

7:00,9:15
Students·

$1.50
Others·

$2.00
SUB
Theatre

UPtmE· WDAl[] ....

Th~-- Wodd of E~ectron•c u•deo uarne5

I

I

I

I

We now have DEFENDER and~u
23 other Super Video Games
The Largest Video Game Center in the UNM area
Across from UNM next to Don Poncho's

247·4120
• ' • r

• • • •
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• CLASSES •

Sports
Ex-Lobo Worried About Athletics

* (;~·aduale & Undergraduate Credit
. <uluble tor some Courses

*

• BASIC for the Home and School
• Data Processing I Management I Finance
• Visicalc and Pascal

•TUTORING•

• Diagnostic I Remedial Instruction
~Basic Skills: Reading I Math I S}':€lling
•TestPreparation: AGr,SAT,LSAT

•LEASING•

CALL 255-1672

• Training You For The Future •
0010 Monte Vista NE, Suite '2Ifl
An Affiliate of the N.M. S}':€eeh and Learning Clinic

Ht\/WiX".I\141

Fred Perez, director of intramurals at UNM, demonstrates station
one on the new parcourse trail on campus. The achilles stretch,
near Johnson Gym, Is good for maintaining or regaining ankle
flexibility and is recommended before running. The three kilometer
physical fitness course is completed and ready for use.

UNM Crisis Center- 2 77-30 13
The UNM Crisis Center · AGORA provides crisis
counseling and Is a referral center. Staffed and
operated by trained volunteers, the Crisis Center pro·
vides confidential, unbiased listening to persons with
problems of sexuality, drug abuse, academic per·
lor'!'ance, interpersonal relationships or other aspects
of hie. It also provides referrals lor further information
on specific crisis services such as crime victims ad·
vocacy, professional counseling and emergency
shelter.

NW Corner Mesa Vista Hall

AGORA

e

We Listen.

The Advisory Board
of
Conceptions Southwest
is now accepting

Applications for
1981-82 Editor
of Conceptions Southwest
(UNM's Fine Arts/Literary Publication)
All appli< ariH; must he registered UNM students with some
background in either art or literature. The position requires com·
mitmefit and interest in <~II areas of art. Hours are flexible, but
dvcragc between 10 t<> 30 hours per week. The position is non·
pdying dnd 110 ilU!demic credit, but lois l>f prarticdl experience
can be gained.
AJ>pli(<llions mdy be picked up in Marrnn Hall, Room 131
Mid mw;r be atttlt1lf1<1nicd by " resume dnd brief sample of
c re(1tiv~ or pf!rtineilf work.

For more information, call 277·5656

Deadline is 12 noon, Friday, Nov. 6

Steve McPeek
Athletes losing respect for self
and school, and officials viewing
athletes as money machines are
concerns of Gary Ness, former
UNM fullback, now in the HPER
Department.
"I'm concerned that athletes will
dismiss the sweat and pain and
practice as tokens exchanged for
room and board or a diploma,"
Ness said.
"Coaches and officials must be
perceptive and vigilant in their
efforts to provide the kind of ex·
periences which challenge athletes
as persons and reinforce (them)
accordingly. If they do this,
collegiate athletics will be an
educational experience that will
prepare an athlete for the
challenges of the future."
Ness said most athletes perform
outside the limelight that shines on
football and basketball. "There
were 42 NCAA championships last
year. Athletes in many of these
sports get little or no financial aid,
but compete just as intensely."
According to Ness, most college
athletes are hard working students
spending their time and energy in
goal-oriented activities. A player in
the days before two platoon
football, he said players then were
"coached to think, to make
decisions, to cooperate, to com·
pete."
Later, while coaching, he noticed
"subtle but profound" changes.
Players were no longer taught to
make their own decisions but were
"programmed" to respond like
"bionic supermen.,;
"A shift of emphasis from
qualitatively meeting a challenge to
quantitatively responding to
commands took place."
For the spectator, athletic feats
are replaced with a "deluge of
insignificant statistics ... which
reinterprets the athlete in terms of
batting, rushing or scoring
average," Ness said.

THERE'S MORE TO
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
THAN MOUNTAINS,
BEACHES AND DESERTS,
BUT THAT'S A GOOD START!
At NORTHROP ELECTRO·MECHANICAL DIVISION, you'll start right out as an Engineer
making important contributions to our list of many projects which includes a concentration
in Passive Sensor System projects.
You'll be a highly visible member of a medium sized division, yet eligible for all the growth
opportunities that a major, high-technology company like Northrop can offer.
And you'll be located in one of the most attractive recreational areas of Southern
California-ORANGE COUNTY.
Northrop is offering very competitive salaries and benefits to graduates in the following
disciplines:

Electrical Engineering
Computer Science
Physics
Mechanical Engineering

Industrial Technology
Mathematics
Systems Engineering
Manufacturing Engineering

To find oul more on<> your campus placement office and sign up for our on·carnpus
interviews on Nov. 6 . 1981. Or, If we missed you, please send your resume to:
Linda Janes
Personnel Department
500 E. Orangethorpe
Anaheim, CA 92801
An' l:ejOtl] Opportunity Employer MIF/Htv

. ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DIVISION

NORTHROP
Making Advanced Technology Work

•••••••••••

Tennis Coach
Not '\tVorrying
About Team
The New Mexico women's tennis
team finished a distant fourth in its
own tournament last weekend, but
new head coach Belen Born isn't
worrying about it.
"It was so tough out there," she
said about the four team field that
pitted UNM against three national
~ontenders. "Our feeling was to
have a really strong tournament,
and this was the way to start it. We
want to attract strong players, so
we need to have a strong schedule."
A planned trip to a tournament
in Colorado this autumn has been
dropped due to expenses, so the
only fall action left for the Lobos is
a dual meet on Saturday,
November 14;against New Mexico
State.
In the inaugural Lobo Tennis
Tournament, Trinity University
finished with 52 points, while
Arizona upset Arizona State for
second place, 22 1/2-to-16, and
UNM finished fourth with four
points.
Amy Holloway and Laura
Roybal got to the finals of the
consolation doubles, before losing
to Trinity's Kim Wilson and Eulalia
Garcia, 6·4, .6-3; and Holloway won
her opening match in the Flight A
singles over Arizona's Sally
Sulentic, 6-2, 6-4.
UNM's Sandy Palmisano was
also impressive in a Flight A singles
match against Tina Reimer of
Arizona, despite losing in split sets,
3-6,6-2, 7-6.
"The girls played as well as they
could, and they really tried," Horn
said. "They're working hard and
doing ev.erything I've asked. l feel
real positive."

Intramural Briefs
FREE SKI CLINIC
Participants in the free intramural downhill ski clinic
must register by Monday, Nov.
2. The lesson at 4 p.m. on
Thursday, Nov. 4, will include
being fitted with ski boots, so
boot sizes are needed with the
registrations.

October27
SUB Ballroom

Craig
&
Bradshaw
(former pro
quarterback)

n

Randy
Rich
(former Denver
Bronco)

Freedom University

,~ . 8 week class Tue. 7·1 0 starting Nov. 3
$32.00 Preregistration Required 265-4286
1OSY2 Dartmouth SE Alb. 87196
HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE THE BOSS
BliiWcchtt->f

Laura Roybal, foreground, and Ann Holloway were the most suc·
cessfuf Lobos in the l.obo Tennis Tournament.
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Yessir, Taco Villa. We serve it mild. But you can add our spicy red sauce or hot hot green
sauce and make it as wild as you want!
'

TACO VILLA
INTRAMURAL
ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK!

'TRUJILLO IS CHAMPION
Teresa Trujillo, an in·
dependent, beat Tracy Curran
of Alpha Chi Omega in straight
games, 21-15, 21-14, for the
women's intramural table tennis
championship.
FUERST WINS TOURNEY
A vi Fuerst topped a field of 38
participants to win the men's
intramural table tennis title,
with Tom Watkins coming in
second.

October 28, 29
Woodward Hall

Mickey McKeever
Lambda Chi Alpha
Ultimate Frisbee
The Taco Villa ath!ele of the week is selected by the
Intramural Director and his staff, based on personal
qualities and athletic ability.
WINNERS WILL RECEIVE: ONE MILD OR WILD T-SHIRT,ONE LOBO MASCOT DRINK CUP,
CHOICE OF FIESTA PAC OR DINNER PAC, A FREE BREAKFAST BURRITO CARD AND A RED
SAUCER OR GREEN SAUCERI

BILLIARDS & BOWLING
Tuesday, Nov. 3, is the
deadline to enter men's and
women's singles competition in
bowling and eight ball billiards.
Get registration forms at
Johnson Gym room 230.
OVER-THE-LINE TITLE
Lambda Chi Alpha Team
Four defeated Spain, S-0, Sigma
Chi Team One, 4-2, and Sigma
Chi Team three, 2-!l, to win the
Ali-University Over-The· Line
Softball Championship.
The final four teams competed in a round-robin tournament after each had won their
respective league in the intramural . competition.
The
championship team included
Micky McKeever, Greg Speer
and Scott Nutter.

r-------------------------------~
1
THE SHAMELESS STUDENT BRIBE: J

I Oneh FREE order
of nachos I
.
.
I
•
I
_________________________________
J
Wit
Offer expires

I

any purchase

11~3-811
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Classified Advertising

t'OUND: SET OF KE\'S on miniature thong. Near
old Psych Lecture Hall. Claim atl31 Marron J-lall.
tfn
REWARD I.OST IN universily.urea,lllack nndgray
striped female cat, 10 months old, Yery friendly, If
found or have information cull243·72$1 or].92·J 107,
10/30·
t'OUND KEYS ON small flip-flop with little mixing
bowl. Claim Room 131 Marron.J-Iall.
tfn
FOUND: BROWN, NV.LON dufret bag, cigarette
case, green glove, pair of sunglasses, small coin purse,
tortoise-shell colored barette, man's br<Jwn sweater.
Claim at Biology, Room 173.
tfn
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
tfn

D<.•udlinc 12:00 noon for next day's edition,
Open 8:00a.m. until5:00 Mon. thru. Fri.
In Marron llall Room 131 or by mail to
UNM Box 20, Alb. NM, 87i31.
3. Services
Hates: 17c per word or lF per word per day
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS and rentals.
Marc's Guitar Center, 143 ltarvardS.E,
if ad is n1n five or more consecutive days.
26~·3315.

Plt·W·•· run tht• followu:g ..U under ~c;uCIH mel
f'I'I',IH1J1!1 L.u~·t Et fmmd, St.."fVJteh. Housulq. for Salr., ~nlPiovment. TrtiVcl. MrscellilPeous,l.as NoiiCidS,

ot1~lose!l

1. Personals
t\SUNM SENATF. CANDIDATES, Don't. rorget to
by tlte lobo chhcr T:mrsday, ll a.m. • I p.m.
or hiday, 12·2 p.m. for interview and photos to be
taken.
10/29
MTtlRATE INf'ORMATION AHOUT contraception, stcriliz:llion, abortion. Right to Choose.
Z94·017l.
tfn
('OL() • A LA UGt; bowl or what, Large chile (red or
grccll) SI.~S •. Posole $1.2S, Deans .65.Casa Del Sol
in the NewMexlcoStudent Union.
tfn
I'Rt:GNIINCY 'TESTING&. COUNSELING. Phone
247·9819.
tfn
PIISSI'ORT liND IDENTIFICATION photo!. 3 for
56.00!! Lowest prices in town! Fast. pleasing, ncar
UNM. Call 265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd.
N~.
tfu
CIIINESt; DUH'ET. CHEAP All you can eat. Lunch
$1.00, 5tlpper 54.50, Sunday Brunch $3.00. Jao-Jao's
Place, S(I(J() Central Ave. S. E.
tfn
CONTACTS·POI.ISJIING. SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas jJJst we.n of Washington.
tfn
wt: DOT OISTRIIIliTORS. Prescription eyeglass
fram~s. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular S6S.OO). Pay tess Opticians,
S007 r.lenaul N.E., across from La Belles.
tfn
CARE ABOUT ART7 Conceptions Southwest,
UNM'o fine arts/literary publication, can't exist
!"ilhout your support. Buy 1981 Issue .S4 In Marron
Halt, Room I) I, UNM Bookstore. Student
llookstore, ASA Gallery, Fine Arts Museum., Living
Batch. Back issues available SI in Marron Hall,
Rooml3 I.
tfn
WRITERS· CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST is now
accepting literary submissions for its spring 191!2
issue. Bring 'Poetry, fiction, non-fiction, plays, etc, to
Marron Hall, Room 131. All submissions must be
typed and have name, address, phone on each piece.
Enclose self-addressed stamped envelope if you wish
to have your work returned. UNM students, faculty,
statf and alumni only. Oeadline Dec. 4. No more than
five pieces per writer please.
tfn
SIIORT OF f'UNDS Enchilada, red or green chile
.89, big burrito, red or green chile, 51.00, Tostada,
red ot green chili .59 at the Casa del Sol in the Now
Mc>icoStudenl Union Bldg.
tfn
COUNT DRACULA INVITES you to spend
i-lallowccn with vampires, bats, and howling dogs.
Midnight show S7 .~0. Abo group rates. Reservations
:!St-3338 Harn DinnerT)leatre. Signed "Dracula".
10/jO
JUST A SNACK. Sopapilla with honey .3S, Salsa and
chips.7S, Nachos 51.00. Casa Del Sol in the New
Me,icoStitdcnt Union.
tfn
SIN<li.ES ONl.Y .35 a cone single, .60 for a double,
.7S for a tilple. New .Mex!co Union Ice Cream
Shoppe.
tin
Tit£ HAllA 'I FAITII has answers to your question~.
Come and hear them at 2:30 in room 230 of the SUB.
Every Wednesday.
10/30
W£'RI!. DESPERA TEl ROADRUNNER Fun Is still
here till the end or the month with giveaway .prices on
new and ll•ed skates and equipment. Come sec. Inside
Zappcr.\ at 2214 Central S.E. across from Yale Park.
10/JO
JlJNII'f:RS COMMING OUT Is commlngupl. I0/29
LEARN TO DRAW and paint. Classesspeclaliziitg In
English watercolor methods and Manogen · oil
pointing mediums. For lorormation and registration
inquire at Pinocotheque Inc., 333 OSUNANW, 3451330.
!1/5
ELECT KEITII BURRIS ASUNM Senator,
Together, we can be winucrs.l'aid ror In con·
tributlons.
I 1/4
M-'Kf: EXTRA MONt:\'. Feci better, look better,
E!<perlcnce Shaklce Products. Vitamins, minerals,
household. 293·3862.
10/30
SONIUSE '81 .FRt:t.: October 21·29 Former Denver
II ronco Randy Rich tllid Former Houston Oiler Craig
llradshaw Tuesday Ott. 27 SUll·llallroont Weds.
Oct. :28 and Oct. 29. Woodward Hall 7:00pm each
night. Live music.
10/29
BUNNlf:.'i IIOP ON down to Happy Feet, 4821
Central N.E. for your new cars and tall before
Hnllo~;ccn.
10128
f:Xl'I.OlU: CARI.SBAI) CAVERNS, November 21st
only $20.00 for Students. Cali 277·2336.
11/9
SO Pf:ttniNT . OFF HOOKS, RECORDS,
MAOAt.INGS, COMICS. Newest Book! tore. In
University Ar~a, \11 I'RICI! DOOKS,. ll.ECORDS,
MAGAZINES. Unlversllynt CENTRAL "Twice the
book~ for hillrthc ptlce."
ll/9
RIP ROBERT I, \'NCH.
I 0128
~ome

Please Fmd $

MAGGIE IIRANDT FOR ASUNM Senate position
21. pfbthteM II.
11/4
SHVE GASSf:R FOR ASUNM Senate position 24,
pfbtcteSG,
11/4
RIP- RESI1ECT, INTEGRIT\' 1 PRIDE, Re-elect
Robert Lynch, ASUNM Senator.
ll/2
KATHY CUDERMAN FOR ASUNM Senate
position 10. pfbtmKC.
11/4
JERRY HARTBIIRGER FOR ASUNM Senate
position 14. pfbtctcJH.
11/4
T.RIICI WOLF FOR ASUNM Senate position 16,
pfbtcteTW.
11/4
GOODD\'E SCARLET. FRANKLY, the gang at
Tara gives a damn. We hate to see you go.. Please
don't wait 'till tomorrow to come sec us.
10/28
DEAR TLY, HA~E a happy birthday. Remember
someone love; you lots. Love, 1..
10/28
NITESALE! DOOKS, RECORDS, a sneak preview.
Sale Thursday, October 29th, 7:00p.m. to9:00 p.m..
Watch ror double-value credit coupons .in Thurs.
LOBO. l'rec SI.OO credit for customers In costume!
UNIII Bookstore.
I0/28
STRING PLII YERSI, ENCHANTMENT symphony
nccds you. Interested? Call Joy or leave message at
877-5848.
11/3
STUDENT ~!:.TERAN'S ASSOCIATION will hold
their meeting for the month of November at 7:00
p.m. in the Child Care Co-op (Mesa VIsta). Guest
speaker- Harry Kinney.
1113
FORTUNATE ALSO HAS food supplements for
your dog or cat. Dog training manuals. Kitty litter
deodorizer. Rescue and recovery ror your pet. 2982753, ask fot Dill.
10/28
IIALLOWEEN FACE PAINTING at the Bookcase,
Saturday, Oct. 31, noon·S, still only 99 cents, 109
MesaS.E., 247-3102.
10/30
Til liNKS TO ALL the people in .Sign J.angllagc who
thauffcred me around. Love Ya, Mo.
11/3
81 NGEI NG/WEIGIITI A LCOHOL/Depresslon
11/3
Problems. 2S6-ISS3.
PLEASE DON'T LEAVE me· this is a cry for help.
M.C.
10/28
WOMEN'S HEALTH SERVICE UNM. Student
Health Center Annual exams for PAPS, contraception, abortion counseling and other
gynecological services. 277-3136.
tin
KAREN, "• •• till the siars fall from the sky,"
Happy 19th! Love, Your Secret Admirer.
I0/28

2. Lost& Found
MAX WAHLQUIST, PICK up your student J.D. at
131 Marron Hall.
trn
LOST ENGRAVED PEN, Carol C., 2q)•l433,
Reward.
10/30
JEANNE ZEITLER, CI.AIM your wallet at 13 l
Marron Hall.
tfn
WINTER HAT FOUN() at Kiva at 1:00 on Oct. 23,
after Dr. Rosenblum tlev. Psych. Class.
II /2
HI.ACK CAT FOUND, male, about 6 mos. old, by
Soc/Econ Bldg. on Fri., please26S-9143.
1112

tfn
A·l T\'I'IST • TERM P,\PERS, Resumes 299-8970.
.
10/30
TYPING • TltESIS, DISSERTATION, .reports,
statistical, call i\NNITA 299-3781.
10/30
ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED TYPISTJ college
wori>, resumes, transcribing. 294-0167.
10/30
FORMALL.Y !iEPARATED OR CONSIDERING
DIVORCE? Here is legal help most people can afford. You have someone to tum to ror guidance In
divorce and separation matters. Uncontested divorce
with property 'setllement, and children •• $100,00. ).
CarMh S. Legal Clinic. Court costs additional.
We.<tem llank. 242·2602 for appointment.
10/30
IIOME TYPING SER~ICE by retired English
professor. Spelling, grammar, confidentiality
guaranteed, 292-3431.
10/30
TYPING- f'IIST, ACCURATE {easonable, cassette
transcription. 247-2583.
~ 11/13
PROFt;SSIONAL RESUMES26S·9082.
11/2
TYPART OFFERS T\'PESETTING graphics,
typing, design. Quality you've eom.e t(l depend (ln.
Ginger· Carolyn 262-186S. 105 Stanford S.E. 11/6
EXPERT T\'PING. REIISONAHLE reliable·
references, Please caii299-62S6 or299·2676. 10/30
PIIOFESSIONAL T\'PING DONE • 75cents per
double-spaced page. 898·6118 after Spm,
10/30
TYPERIGIITS.
f'AST
PROFESSIONAL,
guarahteed. 265-5203,
I tiS
TYPING·
PAPERS, RESlrMES.
Stored
magnetically. 247·0300.
11120
GUITAR INSTRUCfOR, CLASSICAL other styles.
867-3158.
ll/6
'1'\'PING • STUDENT/BUSINESS, including
statistical/technical.
Reasonable,
experienced,
competent, 296-6299.
11/30
HOUSE CLEANING, RELIABLE, thorough,
reasonable. Messages for "Eve", 266-0280.
IIIlO
TYPING, 75 CENTS/page, 296-4998.
l0/30
PROFF.SSIONIIL TYPING BY English/MA adltor.
Vast experience with disscnations, papers. Editing
11124
available. 266·9550.
THE AIPC SCHOLARSHIP Program counselors
will be on campus Oct, 29 and Oct. 30 from 9:00-4:00
at Mesa Visla J-lali-Dean's Conference Room. All
scholarship recipients arc required to meet with the
10/30
counselors.
ATHLETIC SHOE RESOLING. Running, Tennis,
Basketball, Racketball. 15 durable soles. AT
Mountains and Rivers. Across from U.N.M.
11/3
CYCLISTS! FALL TUNE-UP special, only $12.SOJ
Centurion 10 and 12 speeds on sale. Harvard Bike
House, 137 Harvard SE, 2SS-8808,
11/3

4. Housing
WANT TO .RENT: Large One bedroom or two
bedroom apt. or house near University for woman
with len year old son. January or sooner thru May.
Catherine, 242·7228,
trn

2-for·l on select strings PLUS
always $1 OFF 6-string guitar,
violin, mandolin sets, etc.; $2 OFF
12-string sets; and $5 OFF boss
lets.
WILD WEST MUSIC
Dealers in new, used & 1/b.t~
musiCal instruments.
WE BUY, SELL, TRADE/
200 Central, S.E.
243·2229

5. For Sale
ON£ \'EAR OLD F360S Takemine acoustic guitar
and case, $370,268.2796 (keep trying),
11/3
Tl58/59 CIBRARY MODULES Brand new, never
opened. $20 each. 293·7406, beforc7 p.m.
10/28
IIARLt:\' DAVIDSON ELECfRII Glide, frame up
restoration. full dress, many extras! S4,000, O.B.O.,
296-1078.
tl/2
RAINBOW PLACE CONTINUING sale with real
discoun!s on gifts, recordings, cards, and books.
Worth the trip. 555 Wyoming NE, 9 a.rn.-6 p.m.
10/29
TOP OF THE line s!udlo infinity RSb speakers less
than one week old $290 .retail (Sound Ideas) 111king
S2SO or best offer call247·8521 anytime.
10/JI
SUEDE JACKET FRINGED, size 36, excellent
condition, S4s.oo. After 292·5027.
10/29
1978 KAWASAKI KE17S, DP, Good Condition,
10/29
S500/best ofrer, 294-7543.
USEIJ 3 SPEEDS. One mens one ladies also new
Centurion bicycles on sale Harvard lllke House 137
Harvard SE25S-8808.
10/28
(,ADIF.S 10 SPf:Eil Puegol excellent condition,
asking SISO.oo. For more inrormallon call 898·0499
aftcr4:00,
10/28
CLOSE IN l BEDROOM pueblo style, vigas, 1925
sq. ft, 583,500 Living room., dining room, plus lg.
ramily room with woodstovc. Low down, Call
Charlotte 821-4432, eve, 292..0351.
10128
TEN·SPEEIJ t"U,II, 19 Inch, perfect condhion, Lock,
chain, rack, SZOO. 84Z·ISI6, evenings.
10/30
1978 UONDA ItAWK. 400cc-Sfj()() negotiable. Must
sell. 345-8901 (days) or897·2S07 rormorelnfo, 10/29
Wf; DOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold;
rimless. SS4.SO regular S6S.OO Pay tess Opticians,
5007 Menaui N.E. across from La Belles.
tfn

s.

6. Employment
PART-TIME JOH afternoons and evenings. Must be
aW to work l'riday and Saturda)' nigbts. Must be 21
years old. Apply in person, no phone calls, please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 .Lomas NE, SS 16
Menaul NE.
rfn
OYERSEASJOBS ·SUMMER/year round. Europe.
S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. SS(J().$!200
monthly. Sightseeing. Free Info, Write JJC Bo~ :>2NM-1 Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
11/3
MODELS. MALE AND Felnale. S2S.S35 hourly.
Prefer experience but not necessary; Send sample
photos and state experience to P.O. Box 7203,
Albuquerque, 87194.
lt/2
STUDENTS WANTED TO serve meal Thanksgiving
momjng, IOa.m.·l p.m. Call255-1368.
11/:4
HELP DESPERATEL\' NEEDED by female
handicapped student, 6:45·7:45 weekdays~a.m., Cllll
277-2968.
J0/30

7. Travel
WANT TO .,:ARN 3 credits by touring London or
New YQrk during Christmas or Spring Break7 SeeS
shows: HAmadeus'•, opera, dance Sha~esj>eare?
Some openings on both tours. Calll!.N.M. ext. 4322
or292-7195.
10/30
If \'OU WANT someone to "get you Otl a slow boat
to China" why not advertise in the Daily Lobo, trn

8. Miscellaneous
VOLUNTEt:RS NEEDED FOR New Day Runaway
House for yoU Ih. Spenr;l a few hours a week with our
teenagers and gain a valuable experiepce. Training
provided. Call Judy, 247-9SS9.
ll/2.
ONE·HALF PRICE BOOKS RECORDS,
. MAGAZINES, COMICS, NEVER PAY RETAIL
AGAIN. University at CENTRAL. "Tw.icethe books
at half the price."
11/9
PUBI.ICTAI.K BY JUSTIN ST,ONE, rormerUNM
teaeh~r or TAl CHI and Zen Meditation, Wednesday, Oct, 28, 7:30 p.m .. entitled "Zen and The
Spiritual Life."
($2.00) O.PEN MIND
BOOKSTORE. 2931 Monte Vista N.E.
1112
SPEND
IIALLOWf:EN
WITII
COUNT
DRACULA. SPECIAL MIDNJGitT SHOW ONLY
$7.SO. Also group rates. Reservations 281-3338 Barn
DinnerTheatre.
10130

9. Las Noticias
TilE BAltA 'I f'AITH has answers to your questions.
Come and hear them at2:30 in room 230 of the SUD,
Every Wednesday.
10/30
"STTP" JAZZ FUSSION band. Wed. October 28th
12 noon • I pm Sub South Side. Producer Sub
Noontime.
10/28
RAM DASS LECTURE at Woodward Hall,
Tuesday, Nov. 24, 7;30pm. S3.50 a! door, advance
tic~ets S2.SO.
iluy Now at OPEN MIND
BOOKSTORE, 2931 Monte Vista NE (open 10 • 6)
10/30
SONRISE '81 FREE Oct. 27 • 29 Fonner Denver
Bronco Randy Rich and Form.er Houston Oiler Craig
Bradshaw Tues. Oct. 27 SUil Ballroom Weds. Oct 28
and oct, 29 Woodward Hall 7:00pm each night live
music.
10/29
FUNK AND DISCO dance contest with d.j. Jams
unlim.ilcd Friday October 30th in the Subway Station.
Valuable cash and album prizes awarded. For more
information cal277·6492 or217-4S06.
10/30
HALLOWEEN MASQUERADE IJANCE with
meet scene and JAMS UNLIMITED. In tile SUDWAY STATlONSat. .• Oct. 31st. Cash prizes for most
original, scariest and f~nnlest costumes, For mote
information call217-6492 or277·4l06.
10/30
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Covered

!filk . cM•l .Special
2 slices o1 cheese pizza
1or only $1.30
with coupon only 1UJ2& 1111

127 Harvard SE
01. South of Cvnlral

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Ordinance
4Diet

8 Pronoun
12Mouths

INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?

13 Mortgage
14 Rllr'r1)8lrt
15 Footllke pert
16 MJsidll'lS
18 Bar legally
20 Abi:Ne and
touching
21 Printer's
rneBSU'e

22Cobbler

23Brlms
27 Cattle !JefiUS

A representative
will be on the campus

to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at
AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities
in the field of
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Interviews may be schedtJied at

FINANCIAL AID &

CAREER SERVICES OFFICE
---·

~·

·-··

-~~-·- ·

29 Chicken

30 Harass
31 Silver symbol
32Nod

39Secreted
34 Scale note
35 Trine
37 Noise
38 Pigpen
39 Dispatched.
40 Rodent

5 Ventilate

6 A9coller
7 Growing out
of
8 Got to third
base
9 Pronoun
10 Newt
11 Affirmative
11 Negative
19 Preposition
22 Churctl
bench
24 Exists

Aaswer to Tuesday's Puzzle

25Stone

26 Remain
27 CUdgels
28 Monster
29Scuttfe
30Crib
32 Conflicts
33Strike

36' Preposition
37 Peril

45 Harvest
46 Girl's name
47 In favor of
48 Uncooked
43 Santa's word 49 Mineral
50 Silkworm
44 Poems

38 Spirited

horses
40 Wash lightly
41 Above

41 Guido's low
note
42 Slender
44 Aida, e.g.
47 Extended
511...at-rllt'E!Y
52 Unusual

53 VVIthered

54 Obstruct
55ls indebt
56 Goddess of
dlscol'd

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INtERNATIONAl MANAGEMENT

Thunderbird C1mpus
Glend1le, Arlzori1 85306
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Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER 4, 1981

E~~CHECK OUT
WILD WEST's
AFTER· THE-BALLOON FEST
SPECIALS!

TilE. CITADEL-SUPERH location near UNM ant1
downtown. llus service every 30 mi.nutes, l bedroom
or efficiency, rrom $205. All lltilities paid. Dell!xe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243.2494, tfl\
E;NORMOUS, QUIET, TWO-BEDROOM furnished
townhouse apt., fireplace, 9 ft. closets, $350, utilities
paid, no pels, tnlldrcn, 247-8724.
tfn
ROOMMATE. 3. BDRM HOUSE Furnished one mile
west UNM $150-mo plus one half utilities 843-6753
10129
tiOUSESITTF.R: I AM looking for an apartment or
house to housesit during spring semester (or earlier).
Excellent references and enjoy gardening a11d. yarqwork. Catherino, 242-7228.
tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENC\' apaltment, .1410 Girard
NE, $185/mo., ali utilities paid, Fully furnished security locks and laundry facilities. Please call berore
6:00 in lhe evening, 266-8392.
tfn
WALK TO CAMPUS Share nice house with quiet
grad student. SI2S.OO plus one halt utilities. Call2775426 9-4,
10/30
ADULTS ONL\'; NO pets. Large two bedroom
furnished apartment. Three blocks from UNM.
Utilities paid $350, 344-7350,
10/30
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share three bedroom
house near RidgecrcsH<athryn area, $100 plus 11
utilities. 266·0830.
11/2
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, high ceilings, ncar
UNM, hospitals, garage, yard, $190.268.7218. 11/3
CAMPUS COMPACT APARTMENTS, 215 Yale
SEat Lead. Studio apartments ncar stores and UNM.
$185/month, fr~ utilities, $130, deposit. No
children, pets, or roommates. See manager at
apartment two or call243·6210, or 883-5940.
11/;l
CAMPUS THREE BLOCKS, Two bedroom, den,
$250, 898-6248,2415 Coal.
11/3
HOUSE FOR RENT. Two bedroom, ba1ement,
walking distance to \JNM, 843-7620, 268-4983, ll/10

57 Resort

DOWN

1 Run easily

2Watgod
3 Squanders

4Dud

I
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